WordBridge Work Sample
A Pear Refresher

When I joined the Pear Bureau Northwest, pears were in need of a public relations makeover.
Two key issues hampered pears public image. The first was that even though pears are
available year-round, coverage of pears was limited to the fall. The second was a low
consumer understanding about correct pear ripening. A ripe opportunity presented itself
when the USDA unveiled new dietary guidelines in 2005, which listed pears as the number one
fruit on USDA’s list of best fiber sources.
To leverage the timely news from the USDA, I established a two-pronged media campaign to
refresh the pear’s image and generate national and local media coverage. The goals were to
secure national editorial placements featuring three key messages: Health benefits of pears,
proper pear ripening and versatility of use.
The first phase was to use “National Pear Month” in January as a springboard for releasing
“nonperishable story ideas” to promote year-round pear stories. The press mailing included
an electronic media kit, story and recipe ideas, and an assortment of fresh pears.
The second phase was “A Pear Refresher” media tour to the New York City food media. With
a limited budget, I had to think creatively to capture the food editors’ attention. If I couldn’t
afford to take them to a spa, I would bring the spa to them. The result was a spa-inspired onsite tour that reached 40 top food editors over four days. The desksides featured researchbased pear education, freshly prepared sweet and savory pear dishes and a luxurious hand
massage. The tour was conducted in March to expose the media to springtime recipes and
ideas while also leaving ample lead time for the traditional fall coverage window.
The results of the campaign and return on investment surpassed expectation. From a budget
of $36,000, directly attributable media clips earned a media value (ad equivalency value) of
nearly $400,000 and 16.1 million impressions.

PEARS

a refresher

Phase I Tactic
“National
Pear
Month”
Media
Mailing
(Jan. 05)

Phase II Tactic
“A Pear Refresher” NYC Media Tour (March)

Martha Stewart Living,
Woman’s Day,
Bon Appetit

Results
“A Pear Refresher” NYC
Media Tour Results
•Earned media valued at nearly
$400,000 (AVE)

•16.1 millions impressions
•Total PR value: nearly $1 million!
(not a bad return on a $36,000
investment)
Clip samples:
Fitness, Aug. 2005
Good Housekeeping, Oct. 2005

Summary
PR Program Comes Full Circle
•Guided by research – program
addressed obstacles to pear
consumption
•Coverage stretched well beyond
the “traditional” fall season
•Successfully impacted article
content - ripening tips, health/fiber
story, etc.

